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Abstract

Dielectric composites composed of poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and La$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$CoO$_{3-\delta}$ (LSCO) with high permittivity, low loss and high breakdown strength have been developed. The effects of particle size of LSCO (fine (~250 nm) and coarse (~3μm)) on the phase crystallization of PVDF and dielectric properties of polymer-LSCO composites are studied. The inclusion of fine LSCO into PVDF readily favours the formation of polar crystals ($\beta$ and $\gamma$-phases), which makes the composite suitable for both electromechanical and high charge storage embedded capacitor applications. Moreover the addition of fine LSCO particles also increases the overall crystallization rate as well as the melting point of PVDF. Composite containing fine LSCO particles gave a percolation threshold at about 25 volume percentage, while those with coarse particles did not show any percolation even at very high volume percentage. As a result of fine LSCO particles loading, the composite exhibited relative permittivity ($\varepsilon_r$) value of ~600, conductivity of $2.7\times10^{-7}$ S/cm, dielectric loss (tan $\delta$) of 0.7 at 1 kHz and breakdown voltage of 100 V even at 20 volume percentage of filler, demonstrating promising applications in the embedded capacitor applications.
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1. Introduction

Rapid growth in mixed-signal integrated circuits (ICs) has increased the need for multifunctional and miniaturized components in electronic applications. Discrete passives are the major barrier for the miniaturization of electronic systems as they outnumber the active ICs and occupy more than 70% area of the substrate.\textsuperscript{1,2} Passive devices include resistors, capacitors, inductors etc. and among these more than 60% are capacitors. Also, the speed of ICs can be improved by using decoupling capacitors with higher capacitance and at shortest distances to improve switch performance. Here embedded decoupling capacitors are considered good alternatives, as they can provide a better electrical performance, higher reliability, lower cost, and improved design options.\textsuperscript{1,2} Since embedded capacitors are restricted to limited area, a high capacitance, low dielectric loss, low leakage current, high breakdown voltage and adequate stability are the basic requirements for their real application.\textsuperscript{3} Several approaches have been made to develop materials with high permittivity. Ferroelectric ceramics such as BaTiO$_3$, BaSrTiO$_3$, PbMgNbO$_3$-PbZrTiO$_3$ etc., were studied for this purpose.\textsuperscript{4-6} Ceramic-metal composites were also investigated for enhancing the relative permittivity.\textsuperscript{7-10} However, their relatively higher sintering temperatures limit their application due to the oxidation of metals. Recently, Anjana et al. reported that perovskite La$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$CoO$_{3-\delta}$ conducting ceramic can be used for enhancing the relative permittivity of CeO$_2$ ceramics, which avoids the oxidation problem of the metallic conductors.\textsuperscript{11} Ceramic-polymer composites have been of great interest as embedded capacitor materials since they combine the processability of polymer with high relative permittivity of ceramics. Several studies have been done in ceramic-polymer composites adopting traditional ceramic phases like BaTiO$_3$, PZT,PMN-PT etc., as
filler. Though a relatively higher permittivity and low dielectric loss is achieved in such composites, the required dielectric behaviour could be accomplished only at higher filler loading (>50 vol%) which further deteriorates the mechanical flexibility of the composites and the resulting printed wiring boards (PWBs). Polymer-metal composites were also studied as the metallic filler can provide improved dielectric behavior even at lower filler loading. But the major drawback which limits their application is metals are liable to oxidation when the composite faces varying surrounding environment (e.g. temperature, moisture etc.). This results in variation of the final properties of composites. Hence to overcome the difficulties associated with change in the properties of conducting phase due to oxidation problem of metals, Sumesh and Sebastian used conducting LSCO ceramic phases for preparing the insulator – conductor: polystyrene-Ca[(Li1/3Nb2/3)0.8Ti0.2]O3-δ-LSCO composites. In the present work, insulator – conductor composites comprising ferroelectric polymer PVDF and conducting LSCO ceramic phases were prepared.

A number of approaches such as, solid state calcinations, combustion synthesis, spray pyrolysis, sol-gel, co-precipitation, hydrothermal, etc. have been utilized to prepare LSCO powders. Strontium substitution brings remarkable changes in the structural properties and gives a complex phase diagram to the LSCO system. As the strontium content increases, LSCO exhibits a shift in crystal structure from rhombohedral to cubic (for x>0.4). Metallic behavior is observed for cubic LSCO, while the rhombohedral phase shows semiconducting behavior. The conductivity of cubic crystalline LSCO (> 1000 S/cm) is comparable to that of metals. When x=0.5 (La0.5Sr0.5CoO3,δ) LSCO has conductivity of ~1.1x10^4 S/cm.
The matrix chosen for the present study is a ferroelectric polymer (PVDF), which is known for its outstanding electroactive property, nonlinear optical susceptibility and high dielectric constant compared to other polymers. They also show good piezoelectric and pyroelectric responses, low acoustic impedance. However, to increase the scope of their applications, it is highly necessary to improve the dielectric constant of PVDF. One simple method to increase the dielectric constant of PVDF is the introduction of ceramic particles with high dielectric constant into the polymer matrix. However, it is difficult to obtain composites with very high dielectric constant (above 100) even with high filler content. Another method to improve the dielectric constant is the introduction of conducting fillers into the polymer matrix to achieve percolative composites. A composite of LSCO with PVDF combines the positive aspects of ceramic as well as polymer. That is it combines the mechanical properties of polymer, conducting behavior of LSCO and also avoids the oxidation problem of metals on heat treatment at elevated temperatures and their composition can be widely tuned to get desired dielectric behavior.

In the present work, we first prepared the PVDF - LSCO composites with high permittivity and low dielectric loss. LSCO particles having different sizes are incorporated into PVDF by solution blending method and then hot pressed into pellets to study the properties of composites. It was found that fine LSCO, which dispersed homogeneously in the PVDF matrix have the ability to nucleate the polar crystals of PVDF and significantly modify the crystallization and melting behavior of PVDF. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to demonstrate the formation of polar crystals using LSCO particles. In second part of the work, the effects of LSCO characteristics on the properties of such conductor-insulator composites are discussed. It
was found that composite of PVDF-fine LSCO particles showed better dielectric and conducting behavior than PVDF with coarse LSCO composites.

2. Experimental

2.1. Samples preparation

La$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$CoO$_{3-\delta}$ samples were prepared as coarse grained powders by the solid state method and as fine particles by a precursor combustion method. Coarse grained samples of LSCO were prepared by conventional solid state reaction of a stoichiometric mixture of La$_2$O$_3$, SrCO$_3$ and Co$_2$O$_3$ at 1100°C for six hours. To prepare fine particles of LSCO, analytical grade La$_2$O$_3$ (99.99% from Treibecher, Austria, Europe), Co(NO$_3$)$_2$.6H$_2$O (99% from S. d. Fine-Chemicals Ltd, Mumbai), Sr(NO$_3$)$_2$ (99.5% from Central Drug House Ltd, Mumbai), Citric acid (C$_6$H$_8$O$_7$.H$_2$O) and ethylene glycol (99.5% from S. d. Fine-Chemicals Ltd, Mumbai) were used as starting materials. La$_2$O$_3$ was dissolved in nitric acid and salts of strontium and cobalt were dissolved in water. Solutions containing La$^{3+}$, Co$^{2+}$ and Sr$^{2+}$ ions were mixed in the ratio required for the formation of LSCO and to this solution, sufficient amounts of citric acid and ethylene glycol were added for complete complex formation. The pH of the solution was adjusted to nearly neutral by addition of ammonia solution. This solution was then heated slowly till excess water is evaporated to form a syrupy liquid, which subsequently gets converted to a transparent viscous gel. On further continuous heating the gel gets converted to dark blue foam, which finally gets auto-ignited giving a voluminous and fluffy product of combustion. The powder thus obtained, was further heated at 650, 700 and 750°C for
four hours to get crystalline LSCO. PVDF used for the present study was obtained from Aldrich chemicals.

PVDF-LSCO composites were prepared by dissolving required amount of PVDF in dimethyl formamide (DMF) and different volume fractions of both coarse and fine LSCO powders were individually added to the PVDF solution. The suspension is ultrasonically mixed for 30 minutes and then magnetically stirred at 60°C for 15 minutes. During the process the excess DMF in the mixture gets evaporated leading to a highly viscous mixture of PVDF and LSCO, which is then dried at 100°C. The resultant mixture was then hot-pressed at 190°C (pressure ~ 10Mpa) into cylindrical pellets of about 11 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness. Copper leads were connected to pellets of these composites on both sides using silver paste and used for further dielectric and conductivity measurements.

2.2. Characterization

X-ray diffraction measurements of LSCO powders were obtained by PANalytical X’pert PRO (Netherlands) diffractometer using Ni-filtered Cu-Kα radiation. These measurements were performed in reflection mode in the 2θ range of 10-75°. X-ray diffraction measurements of PVDF and composites were carried out on a XEUSS SAXS/WAXS system using a Genixmicro source from Xenocs operated at 50 kV and 0.6 mA. The Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) was collimated with a FOX2D mirror and two pairs of scatterless slits from Xenocs. The 2D-patterns were recorded on a Mar345 image plate and processed using Fit2D software. These measurements were made in the transmission mode. The infrared spectra were measured with a Perkin Elmer series FT-IR spectrometer-2 over the wavenumber range of 4000 – 400 cm⁻¹. The powder sample
was mixed with KBr and pressed in the form of pellets for FTIR measurements. The FTIR spectra were collected with 32 scans and a resolution of 2 cm$^{-1}$.

The crystallization and melting behavior of all samples were measured using a differential scanning calorimeter (Perkin Elmer Pyris 6 DSC). The melt crystallization temperature ($T_{mc}$) was measured for PVDF and PVDF/LSCO composites. In this case, sample was first heated from room temperature to 190 °C (above melting temperature of PVDF) at a rate of 20 °C/min, where it was held for 2 min to erase the thermal history of the sample, then cooled at a rate of 10 °C/min to room temperature to measure the $T_{mc}$. All the samples were reheated to 190 °C to measure the melting temperature. In another set of experiments, crystallization half-time was measured at isothermal crystallization temperature. The thermal program employed for the isothermal crystallization is depicted in Fig. S1. A sample was heated from room temperature to 190 °C (above melting temperature of PVDF) at a rate of 20 °C/min, where it was held for 2 min to erase the thermal history of the sample, then cooled rapidly at a rate of 100 °C/min to a desired crystallization temperature ($T_c$) i.e. 140 °C, and kept for 30 min for the isothermal crystallization. All the DSC experiments were conducted under nitrogen atmosphere.

Scanning electron micrographs were obtained using Jeol JSM-5600LV (Japan) scanning electron microscope, using gold coated samples. The dielectric data of these samples were obtained from complex impedance measurements made using Hioki 3532-50 LCR Hi Tester (Japan) at frequencies ranging from 100 Hz to 3 MHz at room temperature. The breakdown voltages of the samples were measured using Keithley 2410, 1100 V source meter.
3. Results and Discussion

The X-ray diffraction patterns of LSCO prepared by citrate gel method and calcined at different temperatures between 650 and 750°C for four hours are given in Fig. 1. The XRD patterns of samples calcined at 650°C and 700°C shows characteristic reflections of LSCO. In addition to these reflections, few extra peaks are observed. Basal and Wine reported the similar X-ray pattern for the LSCO particles calcined at 550°C and assigned these reflections to the mixture of LSCO, Co₃O₄, and SrCO₃. It is also observed that with increase in calcination temperature intensity of reflections corresponding to LSCO increases and finally at 750°C, the compound showed reflections characteristics of pure LSCO. All the peaks were indexed based on the JCPDS file No.48-0122 and the pattern corresponds to the rhombohedral phase of LSCO.²⁴,²⁸
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**Fig. 1** XRD patterns of LSCO prepared by citrate gel method and calcined at different temperatures for 4 hours.
Fig. 2 shows the SEM micrographs of LSCO synthesized by solid state and citrate gel methods. The average grain size of LSCO particles measured from the micrographs was about 250 nm for fine and 3 µm for coarse particles of LSCO.

![SEM micrographs of LSCO](image)

**Fig. 2** SEM micrographs of LSCO prepared by (a) solid state method and (b) citrate gel method.

The SEM micrographs of the composites containing 20, 30 and 40 volume percentages of LSCO fine particles prepared by citrate gel method as well as 40 volume percentage of coarse LSCO obtained by conventional ceramic route are shown in Fig. 3. Uniform distribution of LSCO particles in the matrix can be clearly seen from the Figure. Though fine particles (Fig. 3(a-c)) have strong tendency for agglomeration, ultrasonic mixing and subsequent magnetic stirring at 60 °C made the filler particles to get uniformly dispersed in PVDF matrix. The surface morphology of composite with 40 volume percentage coarse LSCO (Fig. 3(d)) showed uniform distribution of filler particles in the matrix. However, these are large and well separated compared to composites (Fig. 3(c)) with same concentration of fine particles. This could explain the requirement of higher filler loading of coarse LSCO in PVDF to reach percolation than the composites with fine LSCO particles, which will be discussed in the next section.
Fig. 3 SEM micrographs of (a) pure PVDF and PVDF/LSCO composites containing (b) 20, (c) 30, (d) 40 percentages of fine LSCO and (e) 40 percentage of coarse LSCO particles.

Samples of PVDF/LSCO composites were fabricated through a simple solution blending and hot-pressing procedure and are directly used for further structural characterization. Before discussing the influence of LSCO on the crystallization behavior of PVDF, it is worth mentioning hereabout the crystalline phases of PVDF. PVDF exhibits very complex polymorphic behavior depending on the processing conditions and it appears in at least five crystalline forms i.e. $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$, $\delta$, and $\varepsilon$.\cite{41-43} Compared to other crystalline phases, the polar $\beta$ and $\gamma$ phases have attracted much attention due to their unique properties and applications. PVDF in polar $\beta$ and $\gamma$ phases provides ferroelectric properties, such as dielectric properties and piezoelectric constant.\cite{44-46} It is always a great challenge to obtain 100% polar crystals in PVDF by melt crystallization.
**Fig. 4** Wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns obtained for (a) Hot pressed PVDF pellet and (b) PVDF powder.

The X-ray diffraction gives the direct information of the PVDF crystal forms. Fig. 4 shows the XRD patterns of PVDF powder and PVDF hot pressed pellet for the purpose of comparison. Powder sample shows characteristic reflections at 17.7°, 18.4°, 20.0°, and 26.6° which are assigned to (100), (020), (110), and (021) reflections of the α-phase.\(^{47,48}\) For the pellet, all α characteristic peaks are still observed but with a tiny shoulder at around 20.3°, the characteristic reflection of polar phases (β and/or γ).\(^{49,50}\) It is already reported that the melt crystallization under high pressure and temperature can induce the formation of the β phase.\(^{51,52}\) So the appearance of small fraction of β can be related with the experimental conditions used for the preparation of PVDF pellet.
**Fig. 5** WAXD patterns obtained for (a) PVDF/coarse LSCO and (b) PVDF/fine LSCO composites.

Fig. 5 shows the XRD patterns of PVDF/LSCO composites prepared with varying volume percentages of coarse and fine LSCO powders. All the reflections in the XRD patterns corresponded to either PVDF or LSCO. XRD patterns showed a decrease in the intensity of reflections corresponding to LSCO with its increasing volume percentages.
due to the absorption of X-ray by LSCO particles. It is worth mentioning here that these XRD patterns are collected in the transmission mode. XRD patterns of PVDF/LSCO composites containing coarse grained LSCO show reflections characteristic of both \( \alpha \) and polar phases (\( \beta \) and \( \gamma \)). The content of the polar phases increases with the increase in LSCO content. In contrast, no diffraction reflections of the \( \alpha \) phase were seen in the XRD patterns of PVDF/LSCO composites containing fine LSCO, indicating the formation of pure polar phases.

The phase formation in PVDF with LSCO loading was also proved from the FTIR analysis. Fig. 6 shows the FTIR spectra of PVDF pellet and PVDF containing different volume percentages of fine LSCO particles. Strong absorptions bands at 532, 610, 762, 796, 978, and 1390 cm\(^{-1}\) are observed in FTIR spectra of the neat PVDF pellet indicates the formation of the non-polar \( \alpha \) phase.\(^{39,53}\) However, very weak peaks at 840, 1232, and 1275 cm\(^{-1}\) are also observed, which means that trace amount of polar crystals are also present in the PVDF pellet. In case of the composites with fine LSCO powder, no \( \alpha \) phase bands were seen and only the bands for polar crystals are observed at 510 cm\(^{-1}\) for both \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) phases, 1232 cm\(^{-1}\) for \( \gamma \) phase, 840 and 1275 cm\(^{-1}\) for \( \beta \) phase.\(^{39,54,55}\) The FTIR results are in good agreement with X-ray diffraction results discussed in the preceding section. Since the FTIR measurements were made in the transmission mode, there is a possibility for the radiation to get absorbed by LSCO. This made it difficult to observe the change in the fraction of polar crystals with the addition of LSCO.
Fig. 6 Comparison of FTIR spectra obtained for pure PVDF and PVDF/fine LSCO composites.

Melting and crystallization behavior of PVDF and its composites were investigated by differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). Fig. 7a shows the DSC cooling thermograms of PVDF and its composites containing different volume percentages of fine LSCO particles at the cooling rate of 10°C/min. The melt crystallization temperature ($T_{mc}$) of pristine PVDF is 123°C. Incorporation of fine LSCO particles significantly shifted $T_{mc}$ of PVDF to higher temperature around 141-143°C. The increase of $T_{mc}$ indicates the enhancement of crystallization rate of PVDF in presence of fine LSCO particles. In order to further verify the crystallization rate of PVDF and its composites, crystallization half-time ($T_{1/2}$) was measured at an isothermal crystallization temperature at 140°C. Fig. S1 shows the thermal program used for the isothermal crystallization of various samples.
Fig. 7 Melt crystallization thermograms of PVDF and PVDF/fine LSCO composites.

The isothermal DSC thermograms of pure PVDF and its composites containing different volume percentages of fine LSCO are shown in Figs. S2 and S3. LSCO content dependence on $T_{1/2}$ of PVDF and its composites are shown in Fig. S4. $T_{1/2}$ measured for PVDF at 140°C is 400 s and it decreased dramatically to less than 40 s for fine LSCO containing PVDF composites. This means that the nano-sized LSCO particles act as nucleating agents, which have heterogeneous nucleation effect on accelerating the crystallization rate of PVDF. Such effects are consistent with other reports using different kinds of nanofillers.\textsuperscript{56,57}

Fig. 8 illustrates the DSC second heating thermograms of PVDF and its composites using different volume percentages of fine LSCO. PVDF exhibits a broad melting peak at about 157°C. Such melting behavior arises due to melt recrystallization of $\alpha$ phase crystals.\textsuperscript{58,59} After the addition of different volume percentages of fine LSCO, melting point of PVDF increases dramatically to 171°C irrespective of the volume
percentage of fine LSCO. DSC thermograms of PVDF-LSCO composites also show single sharp melting peak. This is most likely due to the heterogeneous nucleation induced by the LSCO particles, which promotes the formation of more uniform lamellae, that all melt at the same time during a heating cycle. It has been reported that the polar $\beta$ and $\gamma$ phases possesses higher melting temperature than that of the $\alpha$ phase.\textsuperscript{56,60} These results clearly demonstrated that the addition of LSCO readily favours the formation of polar $\beta$ and $\gamma$ phases. These results are very much consistent with the XRD and FTIR data discussed in the preceding sessions.

![Second heating](image)

**Fig. 8** DSC heating curves of PVDF and PVDF/Fine LSCO composites obtained from the subsequent heating of melt crystallized samples.

We also investigated the influence of coarse LSCO particles on the crystallization and melting behavior of PVDF. For that purpose, DSC thermograms were collected for the PVDF/LSCO composites containing 10 and 20 volume percentage of coarse LSCO powders. Fig. S5 shows the cooling DSC thermograms of
PVDF and its composites containing coarse LSCO particles. It is apparent from Fig. S5 that the coarse LSCO particles were also found to increase the \( T_{mc} \) of PVDF similar to the fine LSCO particles as discussed in the preceding section. Fig. S6 illustrates the second heating DSC thermograms of PVDF and its composites containing coarse LSCO particles. The melting temperature of the coarse LSCO containing composites is around 168\(^\circ\)C, which is less than the \( T_m \) of fine LSCO containing composites (171\(^\circ\)C) and higher than \( T_m \) of PVDF (157\(^\circ\)C). These results suggest that PVDF composites containing coarse LSCO particles have both non-polar \( \alpha \) and polar (\( \beta \) and \( \gamma \)) crystals, in agreement with the results of XRD as discussed in the preceding section.

XRD, FTIR and DSC results revealed that the presence of LSCO particles accelerate the crystallization rate of PVDF and induces the polar crystalline forms (\( \beta \) and \( \gamma \)). Lanceros-Mendez and co-workers demonstrated that the size of the nanoparticles determine the \( \beta \) content using nanometer size ferrite particles.\(^{61}\) They also reported that the interaction between nanoparticles and PVDF chains induce all-trans conformation in PVDF segments, and then the structure propagates in crystal growth to generate \( \beta \) phase. It is also worth mentioning here that 100% polar phase formation by melt crystallization is always a challenge and recently Xing et al. achieved the formation of 100% polar crystals using ionic liquid modified carbon nanotubes.\(^{39}\) They have shown that ionic liquid not only helps in homogenous dispersion of the carbon nanotubes in PVDF but also helps in PVDF chains to adopt the all-trans conformation to generate the polar crystals. Based on the literature\(^{61}\) and the current study, we speculate here that the size of the particles and their homogenous distribution in PVDF matrix plays an important role in determining the content of the polar crystals of PVDF. In order to
further elucidate the mechanism of polar crystal formation in PVDF in presence of LSCO particles, a systematic study using low content of LSCO particles is necessary.

The variation of relative permittivity ($\varepsilon_r$), conductivity ($\sigma$) and loss tangent ($\tan \delta$) of the composites with different volume fraction of both coarse and fine LSCO particles, at 1 KHz are shown in Fig. 9. A gradual increase in permittivity and conductivity is observed for the composites containing both coarse and fine particles of LSCO. It can also be observed from the figure that a sudden increase in permittivity and conductivity occurs for composite with 25 volume percentage of fine LSCO particles. Whereas the composite containing coarse LSCO showed a steady increase even up to 60 volume percentage. 25 volume percentage gives the percolation threshold for PVDF- fine LSCO composites while the percolative behavior is absent even up to 60 volume percentage in the case of PVDF- coarse LSCO composites. This increase in dielectric behavior of the composites below percolation threshold is attributed to (i) polarization caused by the movement and entrapment of charge carriers at the interface creating a field leading to interfacial polarization and (ii) the spatial distribution of LSCO particles in PVDF matrix, where filler particles in close proximity but blocked by thin barriers of dielectric material, form a large number of Internal Boundary Layer Capacitor (IBLC) structures connected in series and parallel. The effective capacitance of all these capacitors in turn increases the overall dielectric behavior of the composites. When LSCO particles are introduced into PVDF matrix, it disturbs the force among the molecules of PVDF and thereby creates an interface with the matrix. Interface is the region around each LSCO particle where the intensity of any chosen property changes from LSCO to that of PVDF. In insulator-conductor composites the interfacial region is decided by the entrapped charge carriers at boundaries between two phases. The accumulated charge
carriers create an internal field which polarizes the surrounding matrix region forming a diffused double layer charge clouds.\textsuperscript{64,65} At lower volume fraction due to randomly and well separated filler distribution, the interaction between the neighbouring particles will be negligible. With increase in LSCO content, number of particles per unit volume and its interfacial area with PVDF increases. This further enhances the average polarization associated with the particles and subsequently provides greater contribution to the permittivity of composite. Similarly in case of conductivity of composites at lower filler concentration due to higher interparticle distance, the energy level difference between the adjacent LSCO particles will be large and hence the electronic wave functions are localized within the grains of LSCO.\textsuperscript{66} With increase in filler concentration the distance between some of the neighbouring particles get reduced in such a way that the energy difference will be less due to the overlapping of their double layer. This could delocalize the electron waves and further promotes tunnelling of electrons between the nearest neighbouring particles of LSCO.\textsuperscript{67} This in turn increases the conductivity of the composite. With increase in filler concentration the probability of electron hopping increases and at percolation threshold the particles get arranged in such way that it can form random tunnelling network that spans the entire cross section of the composite giving rise to a sudden hike in conductivity of the composite.\textsuperscript{68} Similarly, the resultant multipolar interaction of higher order between all neighbouring particles can account for the rapid increase in the permittivity of composites at percolation threshold.\textsuperscript{69}

It is also clear from the Fig. 9(a) that variation in $\varepsilon_r$ and $\sigma$ of the composites with increasing filler content is much larger when fine particles of LSCO are used compared to coarse LSCO particles. This is because finer particles create large interface with the polymer imparting higher polarization to the composite resulting in superior property.
The values of permittivity, conductivity and loss tangent increase with the volume fraction of LSCO in the composites. At 20 volume percentage the composite could achieve optimum values of $\sim 600$, $2.7 \times 10^{-7}$ S/cm and 0.7 for $\varepsilon_r$, $\sigma$ and $\tan \delta$, respectively.
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**Fig. 9** Variation of (a) Relative permittivity and Conductivity (b) Loss tangent of PVDF composites with different volume percentage of LSCO at 1 KHz.

Since 20 volume percentage is well below the percolation threshold, the probability of breakdown of the composite due to percolation is very low. Thus this composite would be more suitable for applications in embedded passive devices. A similar relative permittivity of $\sim 500$ could be achieved only at 50 volume percentage in
the composite containing coarse LSCO particles. Here due to higher filler concentration, the particles get dispersed in PVDF in such a way that a continuous conducting path could be easily formed. The effect is obvious from the high conductivity (5x10^{-5} S/cm) and tan δ (> 9) values (Fig. 9(a-b)) resulting from conduction loss due to dense packing. Such higher filler loading can also lead to loss of mechanical strength of these composites.

The variation of breakdown voltage with filler addition in both composites shown in Fig. 10 also confirms above discussion. The breakdown voltage is found to decrease with increase in filler concentration. The breakdown voltage for nanocomposites with 20 volume percentage of fine LSCO was 100 V and this decreased to below 10 V at 40 volume percentage (above the percolation limit). Similar behavior is noticed for coarse LSCO filled PVDF composites but the breakdown voltage was higher. The variation in dielectric and breakdown behavior of the composites could be explained based on the distribution of filler and polarization of matrix around each filler particle. Under applied field, the entrapped charge carriers at the interface create an internal field which in turn polarizes the surrounding matrix forming diffused double layer. The extent up to which the field can polarize the matrix determines thickness of the double layer/tunnelling range. With increase in volume fraction, number of particles increases and the inter particle distance decreases. At percolation the inter particle distance get reduced in such a way that the double layer around the nearest neighbouring particles overlaps leading to multipole coupling among the grains of LSCO and lower voltage is sufficient to cause breakdown. At a given volume fraction, fine particles have higher filler density, higher surface area and lower inter particle distance compared to coarse LSCO particles in the composite. Therefore the rate of
decrease is higher for composites containing fine particles than those having coarse LSCO particles.

**Fig. 10** Variation in breakdown voltage of PVDF-LSCO composites with different volume percentages of both coarse and fine grains of LSCO.

Fig. 11(a-c) shows the variation in relative permittivity, conductivity and loss tangent of PVDF-fine LSCO composites with frequency at different volume fractions of filler. It is observed that up to 20 volume percentage of LSCO the composites showed a gradual decrease in permittivity and loss tangent, while the conductivity steadily increased with increase in frequency. It is obvious that above 20 volume percentage $\varepsilon_r$, $\sigma$ and $\tan\delta$ remained constant (plateau region) at lower frequencies and showed a linear dispersion at higher frequencies.
**Fig. 11** Frequency dependence of (a) relative permittivity (b) conductivity and (c) loss tangent of PVDF- fine LSCO composites loaded with different volume percentages (15, 20, 25, 40).

In insulator-conductor composites conduction can occur by transfer of electrons between conducting particles in contact or through tunnelling of electrons between the nearest neighbours.\(^{73}\) The dominating conducting mechanism in such composites is determined by the concentration and distribution of filler in the matrix. The strong frequency dispersion of conductivity (Fig. 11(a-b)) up to around 20 volume percentage of LSCO can be attributed to enhanced tunnelling current of the fine particle composites due to decrease in inter particle distance with increase in filler loading. The trend also indicate that percolation has not occurred up to this composition because
percolation is flow of charge through the conducting network that spans the entire cross section of the sample giving rise to frequency independent conducting behavior.\textsuperscript{71,74} Therefore under applied field though the current increases by the movement of charge carriers, their entrapment at the interface highly localize the field and hence no charge flow occurs between the grains of LSCO. The phenomenon is also confirmed from the variation in the loss tangent with frequency (Fig. 11(c)). The $\tan \delta$ value of the composite up to 20 volume percentage of LSCO is not more than 0.8 and decreased with increase in frequency. As can be seen from the fig. 11, when the filler concentration is above 20 volume percentage, the composite showed a steady and high value in the permittivity and conductivity at low frequency indicating that the inter particle distance of some of the randomly distributed particles get reduced in such a way to promote tunnelling of electrons between the grains of LSCO. The effect is confirmed by the higher value of loss tangent at low frequencies. With increase in filler loading the probability of electron tunnelling increases and so the frequency of transition from low frequency plateau to the dispersion region also increases. At 40 volume percentage the filler concentration increased in such a way that it can form a random network that spans the entire cross section giving rise to frequency independent conducting behaviour.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have prepared dielectric composites using both fine (~250 nm) and coarse (~3μm) LSCO particles as fillers and PVDF as polymer matrix. Compared with the PVDF/coarse LSCO composites, polar crystals ($\beta$ and $\gamma$- phases) are readily formed in the PVDF/fine LSCO nanocomposites. DSC study shows that fine LSCO has more efficient nucleating effects for PVDF crystallization and significantly increases the
melting temperature of PVDF to 171 °C from 157 °C. Composite of PVDF- fine LSCO particles showed better dielectric and conducting behavior than PVDF with coarse LSCO composites. Composite of PVDF with 20 volume percentage fine LSCO showed the property of high relative permittivity of ~ 600 and relatively low conductivity and loss tangent of $2.7 \times 10^{-7}$ S/cm and 0.7 respectively. Whereas in the composite filled with coarse LSCO particles, the similar property could be achieved only at 50 volume percentage which not only degrade the mechanical flexibility of the composite but also increases the dielectric loss leading to electrical breakdown even at lower voltage. Higher dielectric permittivity together with lower loss tangent and conductivity makes PVDF/LSCO nanocomposites as the suitable candidate for embedded capacitor application.
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